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License to Work Act Passes Illinois Senate
Senators from across the state and both parties voted this week to curb excessive suspension
of driver’s licenses for non-driving violations, which lead to lost jobs and dramatic
consequences for families and businesses.
(Springfield) Tens of thousands of Illinoisans have their driver’s licenses suspended every year for
reasons unrelated to bad driving. These suspensions do not improve highway safety, and trap individuals
in cycles of debt and unemployment when their suspension is driven by an inability to pay tickets and
fines.
A statewide coalition lead by the Chicago Jobs Council, Heartland Alliance, and the ACLU of Illinois, has
worked for over a year and a half to educate legislators across the state about the dramatic impact a
suspended license has on individuals, families, and businesses. The movement was featured in
ProPublica Illinois earlier this spring. This week, these efforts culminated in the bi-partisan Senate
passage of the License to Work Act.
The License to Work Act, sponsored by Senator Omar Aquino (Chicago) and Representative Carol
Ammons (Champaign Urbana) would eliminate driver’s license suspension as a penalty for most nondriving violations, such as unpaid tolls, truancy (for minors), motor fuel theft, and in some cases, failing
to pay parking tickets. Every offense in the bill already carries serious consequences besides license
suspension. For individuals behind on their parking tickets, the bill gives them a right to an ability-to-pay
hearing. If they are deemed indigent and unable to pay the tickets, their license will not be suspended,
and they will be offered a reasonable payment plan.
This bill represents a reasonable step towards reforming an unnecessarily bureaucratic and punitive
system that harms all of us. Not only do 75% of suspended drivers continue driving (generally because
they don’t realize it or have no alternative transportation), but the rest of us pay the tab when law

enforcement are forced to process and sometimes even incarcerate perfectly safe drivers who have had
their license taken away for unrelated reasons. For more about the harm done by excessive driver’s
license suspension, see the Jobs Council’s report Living in Suspension: Consequences of Driver’s License
Suspension Policies.

###
The ACLU of Illinois has been the principal protector of constitutional rights in the state since its
founding in 1929. Visit aclu-il.org for more.
The Chicago Jobs Council moves people out of poverty through employment using on-theground expertise, advocacy, and capacity-building. Our vision is that all people – regardless of
where they start or where they’ve been – can access employment as a pathway out of poverty.
Visit cjc.net for more.
Heartland Alliance for Human Rights and Human Needs is one of the Midwest’s leading antipoverty organizations, works in communities in the U.S. and abroad to serve those who are
homeless, living in poverty, or seeking safety. It provides a comprehensive array of services in
the areas of health, housing, jobs and justice – and leads state and national policy efforts, which
target lasting change for individuals and society. Visit heartlandalliance.org for more.

